Design of 3D Space Following Positioning System Based on ZigBee
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Abstract
The research on positioning system and spatial alignment is a big topic. In this paper, we proposed a design that studies two issues. One is the study of range positioning algorithm based on ZigBee communication system. The other one is spatial alignment platform which is controlled with two servos. Hardware and software control system was realized, which also consists of two parts, ZigBee network positioning system and automatic orientation platform.
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1. Introduction
Localization has been an important issue and still many researches are ongoing detecting correct mobile object’s position [1]. Wireless sensor network (WSN) can be deployed with localization capability [2]. Among different physical standards of sensor networks, ZigBee [3] which is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is one of the most potential technologies [4]. It is much cheaper than any other wireless technologies and easier to extend its network size by changing its composition into ad-hoc, star, mesh, and hybrid forms [5]. There are many reported algorithms [1] [6] [7] for space positioning based on ZigBee. Although, for indoor environment, precision of these algorithms is poor, leading to the use of more complex algorithms [8]. Among the most well known, we can refer to detection by nearest neighborhood (k-nearest neighbor-KNN) [8] [9] and neural networks [10]. In this paper we proposed a system design which realized the automatic 3D positioning control based on ZigBee communication system using the least nodes. This design consists of two subsystems, ZigBee network positioning system and automatic orientation platform. ZigBee network is used to locate target and then orientation platform could turn and keep alignment target. This design provides us a feasible solution which combined theoretical algorithm with hardware, and it also provides us a specific operational solution to spatial alignment.

2. System Design and Configuration
The design was divided into three parts. The first part is the wireless sensor network based on ZigBee, it is used...
to collect the data of the unknown node in the space and transfer the data to the control platform. Accordingly, received signal strength indicator (RSSI) can be got from ZigBee packet [11]. The second part is central control board, which is used to deal with the data we have collected and figure out the specific position by running the positioning program; the third part is two servos controlled Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ), it is mainly used to control the laser on PTZ to align one point in space so that we can realize the destination pointing of spatial alignment.

2.1. Wireless Sensor Network on ZigBee

Three kinds of nodes are defined in ZigBee: coordinator, routing node and blind node. We divided the nodes into coordinator node, reference node and blind node. Addresses of reference nodes and blind nodes are randomly assigned by the coordinator. Coordinator is in charge of gathering the data and figuring out the position of blind node, reference nodes are fixed and their coordinates are known, blind node is the terminal we need to locate.

When the network is built up, it works as the following orders: 1) Blind node periodically broadcasts different information, each reference node (or the coordinator) receives the signal; 2) Each reference node (or the coordinator) judges whether the received information matches, if the signal matches, reference node (or the coordinator) responses and generates a RSSI, if the signal doesn’t match, reference node (or coordinator) doesn’t response; 3) The generated RSSI transfers back to coordinator. If it is the coordinator which receives the signal, the backhaul instruction will not be executed and the RSSI will be directly stored in coordinator; 4) Different reference node uses the different ID numbers to send RSSI back to coordinator so that coordinator can judges which one send RSSI back by the number of the ID; 5) Blind node continuously sends different data in circle, reference nodes response in sharing time way in order to avoid congestion and packet loss, each reference node (or the coordinator) generates the RSSI, and every four RSSI is in a group. According to the RSSI of each group, coordinator operates the positioning program to calculate blind node’s position.

The schematic diagram of wireless sensor networking on ZigBee which is used to send and receive data is shown as Figure 1. This figure shows the corresponding relationship of data’s transmission between nodes. And ZigBee hardware network is shown as Figure 2.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of wireless sensor networking.](image)
2.2. Positioning Algorithm in 3D Space

The ranging technique on ZigBee uses the principle of the radio signals’ regular attenuation with distance to measure the distance between the nodes. The relationship between RSSI and transmission distance is shown as following:

$$RSSI = -\left(10 \times n \times \log d + A\right)$$

In the formula, $n$ represents the propagation coefficient of signal; $d$ represents the distance to the sender; $A$ represents the signal’s strength in a distance of 1 m to the sender. The actual value of $A$ and $n$ have a great influence on the level of ranging accuracy. $A$ is an empirical parameter. We can get it by measuring the RSSI in a distance of 1 m to the sender. $n$ is a parameter which is used to describe the relationship that the signal strength increases with decreasing distance, the value of $n$ depends on the environment. To get the most proper value of $n$, we can set up the reference nodes first, and then try to use the different value of $n$ to find the value of $n$ which suits the environment most.

After the above analysis, we obtain a linear relationship between the RSSI and distance’s algorithm. However, in the actual environment, this relationship does not satisfy well. RSSI is strongly influenced by electromagnetic environment surrounding nodes which also has its own Gaussian noise. Therefore, if we want to get the useful information, we have to take effective digital processing measures.

In the algorithm, at first we will store the RSSI every time we collect and get an average value that is a higher-order moving average filtering. On the second, compare this mean with the empirical values stored in the table and repeatedly counting. If the RSSI value is close to the value of the table, we will count on the position once. After we continuously record until N times, check the result of the counting, if one of these values is bigger than a number M, we consider the possibility of this point’s appearance is the biggest. Reset the value of N and M so that we can make sure the point’s appearance, and a round of collection was finished, then we send the RSSI of this node to the coordinator. This algorithm is based on the distribution of the RSSI; it makes the value whose frequency of appearance is the biggest as a credible one so that we can greatly reducing the electromagnetic interference. But, RSSI value is always changing in a big range because of electromagnetic influence, and pack loss also reduces the speed of distance calculation. So, we need to wait for several second until the system figure out distance of target.

Each node of the model is shown as Figure 3. In practical application, we can set A, B, C, D to constitutes a rectangular, it is easy to realize and consistent with the most realistic environment. Each node (including the coordinator) whose position is known can be placed at four vertices, the vertex 0 is the position we’ll align. Because the position of A, B, C, D are known and fixed, the distance between AB is $X$, the distance between BC is
Y. According to the theory of space analytic geometry, the angle of the blind node can be obtained for tracking. Flowchart of coordinates calculation based on RSSI is shown as Figure 4.

2.3. Orientation Platform

The hardware platform of the design is a PTZ which is controlled by two servos which (angle controllable digital servos) control the PTZ’s movement in horizontal and vertical planes. The upper end of the PTZ is equipped with a laser as shown in Figure 5. And Figure 6 shows the flowchart of orientation platform.
Figure 5. PTZ with laser.

2.3. Complete Hardware System

After ZigBee network complete the positioning, MCU will transfer the real time data to the microcontroller which will deal with the data, and then converts the position information to two PWM signals. We send the signals to the two servos so that we can control the PTZ rotation angle in the horizontal and vertical planes. Because the positioning system works in indoor environment, we place the PTZ in a corner of room, so we can achieve full coverage of interior space in a combination of two servos by using only rotation angle of 90 degrees of each servo and laser can align to the blind node in the space. When the position of the blind node changes the data generated also changes, servos rotate and laser aligns again. Control platform’s entire structure is shown as Figure 7.

3. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed and implemented a design based on ZigBee which can locate and align in an automatic way. It effectively solves the problem of the indoor positioning and alignment in three-dimensional space. In positioning network, the networking mode on ZigBee is flexible and operational with the characteristics of low cost and low power consumption, it can transfer and process real time data and ensure the reliability of data at the same time. In positioning algorithm, we focus on practical performance and it is more operational also, in a specific indoor environment, it can realize the position of one point and ensure the accuracy at the same time. Two servos controlled PTZ can realize the alignment at any point in three-dimensional space within the interior of full coverage. The experiment’s results show that the design of this system can achieve the positioning and alignment under automatic control.

Two of the main research areas of ZigBee location systems are focused on: increasing resolution and reducing its power consumption. Although this design gives a solution of positioning system indoor, the precision is still poor 0.25 meters. Also, it is needed to improve the running speed of the system in a further step. More necessary devices and new version of current devices with higher precision and faster response speed will be designed and implemented in the future.
Figure 6. Flowchart of orientation platform.

Figure 7. Hardware system design.
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